Examining the role of the physician as a source of variation: Are physician-related variations necessarily unwarranted?
The physician is often implicated as an important cause of observed variations in health care service use. However, it is not clear if physician-related variation is problematic for patient care. This paper illustrates that observed physician-related variation is not necessarily unwarranted. This is a narrative review. Many studies have attributed observed variations to the physician, but little attention is given towards discriminating between those variations that exist for good reasons and those that are unwarranted. Two arguments can be made for why physician-related variation is unwarranted. The first posits that physician-related factors should not play a role in management of care decisions because such decisions should be driven by science (which is imagined to be definitive). The second considers the possibility of supplier-induced demand as a factor driving observed variations. We show that neither argument is sufficient to rule out that physician-related variations may be warranted. Furthermore, the claim that such variations are necessarily problematic for patients has yet to be substantiated empirically. It is not enough to simply show that physician-related variation can exist-one must also show where it is unwarranted and what is the magnitude of unwarranted variations. Failure to show this can have significant implications on how we interpret and respond to observed variations. Improved measurement of the sources of variation, especially with respect to patient preferences and context, may help us start to disentangle physician-related variation that is desirable from that which is unwarranted.